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Newsletter Highlights
• Sports Meet 2080     

• Result Distribution and Parent Teacher Meeting

• Welcome and Interactive Sessions   

• Teacher's Training

• Hiking Cum Picnic     

• Inter Patrol Scout Cooking Competition 

• Result Distribution and Felicitation

The exciting Sports Meet 2080 happened from 

January 16 to 19, bringing together students from 

Grade 1 to Grade 12 to celebrate sports, teamwork, 

and good sportsmanship. It was a fantastic show of 

talent and dedication from students of different 

ages. The competition had five categories: Grade 

1&2, Grade 3&4, Grade 5&6, Grade 7 to 9, and 

Grade 11 to 12. Students from all grades actively 

took part, demonstrating their skills in sports like 

athletics, futsal, basketball, volleyball, and more. 

The variety of events made sure there was

something for everyone, encouraging inclusivity and exploring different sports. Winners in each category received 

gold, silver, and bronze medals with certificates for their outstanding performances.

Attendees: Students (Grade 1 to 12)

Sports Meet 2080

On January 24, Ankuram Academy organized a special event where we shared the results of the Third Summative 

Assessment for Grade 1 to 9 and had a meeting with parents, called a Parent-Teacher Meeting (PTM). The goal 

was to let parents know how their children are doing in school and have important discussions to help their 

progress. Parents came to the event with their children, showing a strong interest and commitment to their child's 

education. This highlighted the teamwork between the school and families in supporting the students' learning. 

Class teachers were available in specific areas to talk with parents one-on-one about their child's performance. 

Teachers shared detailed information about each student's academic achievements, focusing on their strengths 

and areas where they can improve.

Attendees: Parents and Students

Result Distribution and Parent Teacher Meeting
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On January 26, 2024, Ankuram Academy's English 

Department had a special guest, Miss Tam 

Elizabeth Agosti-Gisler, who volunteered from 

Anchorage, Alaska. She conducted a training 

session to help our English teachers improve their 

teaching methods. The goal was to give them new 

ideas and tools to make English classes better at 

Ankuram Academy. Miss Tam's training was really 

helpful, and we thank her for sharing her 

knowledge. We believe the insights and tools she 

provided will make a big difference in how we teach 

English. This training is a positive step towards 

making our English classes at Ankuram Academy 

even better.

Teacher's Training
Attendees: English Department

On January 25, 2024, Ankuram Academy 

welcomed Miss Tam Elizabeth Agosti-Gisler, a 

passionate volunteer teacher from Alaska, USA. 

The entire school community, including students 

and faculty, is excited about the upcoming 

educational sessions she will be leading. In a 

school assembly, everyone was introduced to Miss 

Tam's background, emphasizing her dedication to 

volunteer teaching and her origin from Alaska, 

USA. This introduction sparked curiosity and 

excitement among the school community for the

upcoming educational sessions. Miss Tam conducted interactive and dynamic sessions with students from Grade 

4 to Grade 6 on both January 25th and 26th. The sessions were designed to be engaging, promoting active 

participation and fostering a positive learning environment.

Attendees: Teachers and Students

Welcome and Interactive Sessions
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On January 27, 2024, Ankuram Academy organized a 

fun Hiking Cum Picnic for its Grade 11 and 12 students. 

The trail from Devghat to Dhodeni offered an exciting 

adventure and a chance to enjoy nature together. The 

students had a great time, facing challenges and 

enjoying the beautiful landscapes. The highlight was a 

tasty lunch at Angheri Ghari, where everyone took a 

break after the hike. The event was designed to give 

students a mix of physical activity, exploration, and 

relaxation. The chosen trail had different challenges and 

rewards, making it a memorable experience. The picnic

Hiking Cum Picnic

present a tasty and balanced meal using outdoor cooking methods. The event not only tested their cooking skills 

but also highlighted the importance of teamwork, resourcefulness, and sticking to scouting principles. The Inter 

Patrol Scout Cooking Competition in Golaghat on January 27, 2024, organized by Ankuram Scout Troop, was a big 

success. It not only revealed the cooking talents of young scouts but also emphasized the value of teamwork, 

creativity, and outdoor skills in the scouting community. Such events play a crucial role in building camaraderie and 

practical knowledge among scouts, contributing to their overall development as responsible and skilled individuals.

On January 28, 2080, Ankuram Academy hosted a significant event where they shared the results of the Second 

Summative Assessment for Grade 11 and 12 students. The occasion not only acknowledged academic 

achievements but also honored exceptional students with the 'Ankuram Enthusiastic Learner Award.' More than just 

recognizing good grades, the event provided a platform for meaningful conversations between teachers and 

parents. It started with distributing the results to parents, followed by a meeting where parents and teachers

On January 27, 2024, the Ankuram Scout Troop hosted 

an exciting Inter Patrol Scout Cooking Competition in 

Golaghat. The goal was to encourage teamwork, 

creativity, and outdoor cooking skills for students in 

Grade 6 to 9. Young scouts came together to 

demonstrate their cooking abilities in the great outdoors. 

The competition gave them a chance to apply their 

scouting skills in a fun and practical way.Scouts were 

grouped into patrols, and each had to plan,  prepare, and 

Inter Patrol Scout Cooking Competition
Attendees: Scout Students 

Attendees: Parents and Students
Result Distribution and Felicitation

Attendees: Students (Grade 11 and 12)

at Angheri Ghari added a special touch, letting students relax and enjoy the bond they formed during the hike. The 

journey started at Devghat, taking students through forests, streams, and varying elevations. The route had both 

challenging and easier parts to suit everyone's fitness levels. The carefully chosen path aimed to provide a holistic 

and enjoyable experience.
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discussed the child's academic progress. Teachers shared detailed assessments, highlighting strengths and areas 

for improvement. These discussions aimed to foster open communication, emphasizing the collaborative effort 

needed for students to develop well-rounded skills. The event celebrated success and encouraged a partnership 

between educators and parents in supporting the students' overall growth.

***** *****


